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Saxon Math products are wonderful; be aware that if you order this particular book from this seller, it
is indeed that, ONE BOOK! The tests and workbook are not included; this is only the Teacher's
Guide.

This textbook is of little value without the tests and worksheets book and the answers book. The
complete kit should include the 3 items I mentioned above. The offering is also overpriced.Having 2
kids, I order the complete kit from an education bookseller and an extra textbook from one of the
alternative sellers supported by . It's interesting how the education booksellers would only sell you
the complete kit while and its partners only provide the separate books but not the bundle.

After using Singapore Primary Mathematics from kindergarten to the middle of 4th grade, we
switched over to Saxon. If I could have used the warm ups & fact practices with Singapore I might
have stuck with it. My child needs the constant review worked into this program. Also concepts are
built upon slowly, thus reducing frustration. This program really breaks it all down. Many students

will be able to read & complete the lessons on their own.

As a resource teacher I've been looking for a math program that works for kids with learning
challenges. I love this program! I bought used books for my students with my own money because I
liked the program so well and our budget has been cut this year. The books were delivered promptly
and for the most part they were in great shape.

Using this for 3rd and 4th grader. My 4th grader has special learning needs but does well with this. I
supplement this with the DIVE cd's which are a great help. Have been using Saxon from day 1
although the first few were written by different authors. I plan to skip grade 1 and 2 for my last child,
just using flashcards/fact memorization and will start in the newest 3rd grade level for homeschool.

Saxon Math is real math. I have a hard time getting the whole message across while explaining
common core. Its like common core explains too little and too much at the same time. With Saxon
you get the whole process and then get review. Its the best math product I've seen in years.

We have tried Seton, Saxon, Math-u-see, and Abeka. This is by far my favorite. If you have the time
and patience, you will be glad that you did later. This book really helps solidify concepts with
repetition and age- appropriate explanations. My kids even tell me that math is their favorite subject
now!

The book came as described. Saxon math is an awesome program. Easy for our daughter to us by
herself for self-teaching or review. We used this with our daughter for some extra summer work on
her math. She is now much better prepared for this coming year of math in school. each review
problem comes with the lesson labeled so that the student can go back to the lesson if they are
having difficulty with the problem.
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